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*ABSTRACT
Missiles of various types have become operational in the Armed
Forces with the current emphasis shifting to the long-range ballistic
missile. To study the characteristics of these missiles in flight, a
method of accurately positioning the missile is necessary to obtain the
desired scientific data. The Cubic Corporation of San Diego, California
has developed an accurate system for determining missile position which
is presently operational for short-range missiles but the need exists
to extend the range to the 2000 mile magnitude or greater to handle the
ballistic missile. The prime purpose of obtaining scientific data dic-
tates a high degree of accuracy for this system. A theoretical com-
parison in performance between amplitude modulation and frequency modu-
lation is made for the distance-measuring equipment of the Cubic ranging
system. This comparison includes not only the present operational system,
but also the proposed methods of extending system range by removing the
present threshold level through correlation techniques.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the assistance
and encouragement given him by Professors C. F. Klamm, Jr. and P. E.
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The Cubic Corporation of San Diego, California has produced an oper-
ational electronic distance-measuring equipment (DMS) which is used as
ranging equipment at missile test sites. It is normally incorporated with
two angle-measuring equipments (AME) into systems known as COTAR and MOPTAR
which by the simple geometry of measuring two angles and a range accurately
from fixed positions on the ground determine missile position. The con-
tinuous measurement of missile position provides a missile tracking cap-
ability. The MOPTAR system, in addition, uses time multiplex principles
to obtain a multiple target tracking capability of three missiles. Al-
though only the DMS section of the above systems will be discussed, it is
pertinent to note that the AME section operates on similar basic principles
and many of the results obtained here apply equally as well to the AME.
The basic DME principle is based on the fact that the modulation of
a modulated wave propagated through space experiences a phase shift pro-
portional to the distance traveled in modulation frequency wavelengths.
It is independent of the carrier frequency. The phase shift can be ex-
pressed as
3 -& (l-D
where (3 phase shift in radians
D = the distance traveled
A modulation wavelength
m
D and A in the same units
m
The basic DME system shown in Figure 1 consists of a ground station
and a transponder located in the missile. The ground station consists of
an f-m transmitter operating at carrier frequency f., an f-m receiver











measuring device. The transponder is an f-m receiver-transmitter which
receives the f-ra signal from the ground station at carrier £ and re-
transmits the modulation at carrier f.. It is a constant offset type with
f- a f + f . The transponder signal is, in turn, received by the ground
station and the phase difference between the reference outgoing modula-
tion signal and the demodulated received signal is measured to provide a
data readout proportional to the distance between the measuring station
and the transponder. Since the two-way range is actually measured by the
system, the factor of one-half and any constant phase shift through the
system are calibrated out by adjusting the servo readout system to read
the true range.
The design specifications of the DME require slant range measure-
ments over an interval from one-half to 200 miles with a maximum rms
error of + 2.5 feet and range rates up to 25,000 feet per second in this
interval. An examination of the basic DME equation shows that accuracy
requires a short modulation wavelength but to resolve ambiguity in the
system a long modulation wavelength is required. Cubic resolves these
incompatible objectives by using a total of five modulation frequencies
as indicated in the table below.
CHANNEL FREQUENCY (KC) WAVELENGTH (ft) SLANT RANGE (ft /cycle)
Very fine 491.76 2,000 1,000
Pine 61.47 16,000 8,000
Intermediate 7.684 128,000 64,000
Coarse 1.921 512,000 256,000
Very Coarse .192 5,120,000 2,560,000

Data for each channel is obtained from the receiver output by filtering.
Each channel is provided with a separate phase-measuring device which
operates continuously so that a direct reading of slant range is always
available. Accuracy is thus obtained from the very fine channel while
ambiguities are resolved in the remaining channels.
The 491.76 kc modulation signal for the very fine channel is obtained
from an oven controlled crystal with an accuracy of 0.0001% and the re-
maining modulation signals are derived from this crystal using divider
circuits. It should be noted that the modulation frequencies are harmon-
ically related for greater accuracy and that the accuracy requirements
are less for each succeeding channel in the order listed in the above
table.
The objective of accuracy dictates a high order of system circuit
stability. Cubic has solved this problem by (1) the selection of compo-
nents and circuits with the best stable phase characteristics possible,
e.g., use of broad band low Q circuits to minimize the phase shift due to
slight circuit detuning, (2) the use of common components where feasible
and (3) the application of negative feedback techniques.
The carrier frequencies used are in the 200-500 mc range. Cubic'
8
experience has shown that the systems built with carrier frequencies
throughout this range have proven to possess the desired characteristics
with respect to ground plane, multipath problems and antenna size and
array features that are required for the combined AME-DME systems.
The selection of the modulation index for each modulation frequency
was based on the following: (1) utilizing as narrow an energy band as
possible and (2) maintaining a stable linear phase characteristic through

the IF strip over a wide range of input signal levels. A modulation in-
dex of one was chosen for the very fine channel with succeeding channels
having indices of 4, 16, 128, and 256, respectively. By actually modu-
lating the carrier with a linear sum of the five modulation frequencies,
the energy band becomes approximately equivalent to a single modulation
of index 2 thus meeting criteria (1) above. The second criteria is met
by utilizing the negative feedback principles developed by Chaffee [tj
which reduces the modulation index to an effective value of .02 and using
synchronously tuned cascaded stages for the IF strip. The DME has 6
stages in IF strip with an effective bandwidth of 2 inc.
The IF strip is followed by a limiter and conventional Foster-Seely
discriminator. The limiter enhances operation over a wide range of input
signal levels. The discriminator detection scheme has an inherent
threshold effect determined by the predetection bandwidth and for the DME
occurs at a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 10 db. This thresh-
old represents a definite limitation to the present system.
Cubic Corporation has been building the DME for approximately 7
years. It is relatively safe to assume that present operational tech-
niques represent the optimum in design for the circuitry employed and
that improvements must come from new concepts. The MOPTAR system repre-
sents the latest improved operational system and employs two new prin-
ciples. The first is phase modulation instead of frequency modulation.
The second is a new modulation scheme in which the lower modulation fre-
quencies modulate the upper two modulation frequencies and the sum of
these complex waves modulates the carrier. The advantage of the latter
is the elimination of the modulation difficulties inherent in modulating
a high carrier frequency by a small modulation frequency plus an im-
proved operational performance. The former gives a general improved
5

performance but is additionally pointed to the incorporation of the
phase-lock correlation system to eliminate the present detection thresh-
old. The correlation phase lock system has been under study by Cubic
and a 20 db improvement in signal-to-noise threshold level has been at-
tained in the breadboard stage. Cubic has also proposed an all-elec-
tronic phase meter to replace the servo unit and this meter has been
tested in the breadboard stage. Both of the above two components are
ready for incorporation in future systems. Proposals by C. A. Skinner
£23] and W. R. Sheridan [22] in Masters theses on this system are also
worthy of note. Skinner investigated the phase detector as a correla-
tion device and actual hardware has been advanced for the phase lock
correlation system as mentioned above. The synchronous detector and
the concept that AM would provide considerable improvement over FM pro-
posed by Sheridan have not been investigated. The above proposals
represent the present status of the DME.
The purpose of this thesis will be to investigate fully the proposal
that AM provides considerable improvement over FM and will include tech-
niques for removing the present system threshold for future systems to
obtain greater range.

2. Concept of Using AM.
The original concept of using AM instead of FM arose from the con-
sideration of the effective modulation index of .02 in the IF strip.
Considering only one modulation frequency for ease of mathematics and by
the principle of superposition, it may be shown that for values of mod-
ulation index .2 that an AM and an FM wave are essentially the same.
In general an FM wave may be expressed
e, = E sin (u) t + m. sin u t) (2-1)fm x c f m '
By the Bessel function expansion this may be written
e. = J^CiO E sin oj tfm Of c
+ J, 00 E fsin (u + u )t - sin (u - u )tllr u cm cm J
+ J»(m i:) E T 8in (w + 2u )t + sin (u - 2w )tlZt w cm cm w
+ . . . .
+ J (m,) E Tsin (u> + nu )t + (-1)" sin (u> - nu )t] (2-2)nt w cm cm a
,
Aw maximum deviation of carrier frequency
where m, * — = g . - -t a *-
f cj Modulation frequency
and is defined as the index of frequency modulation.
Expanding (2-1) by sin (x + y) » sin x cos y + cos x sin y gives
e. = E Tsin u t cos (m. sin u t) + cos w t sin (m. sin w t)l (2-3)fm <- c f m ' c f m J
but cos (m. sin w t) «=> 1 for m. = . 2
t m I
sin (m. sin u t) -z=. m. sin u> t for m. = .2
f m f m f
since for the maximum value of (m. sin u t) of .2
t m
cos (.2) = cos 11° 46' = .98^1
sin (.2) - sin 11° 46' = . 198 *= the argument .2
Thus, for the effective value of m of .02 the above approximations are
even more accurate and therefore equation (2-3) may be written

e- = E (6in u t + m, sin w t cos u t) (2-4)
rm c i m c
The well known expression for AM is
e E (sin u t + ra sin w t sin co t) (2-5)
am c a m c
It is obvious that equations (2-4) and (2-5) differ only in the second
term in which the FM wave has a cos co t factor while the AM wave has a
c
sin u t factor. Essentially this means that the AM and FM modulations
c
are in phase quadrature with respect to the carrier. Therefore, it may
be concluded that AM and FM are essentially the same for an index of mod-
ulation = .2. It should also be noted that the above conclusion is





the index of phase modulation which is defined as the
maximum phase shift from the mean.

3. Basis of Comparison.
Any comparison made between two physical systems must have a funda-
mental standard upon which the relative merits of the two systems are
based. Standards are sometimes arbitrarily selected and are often biased
and misleading. The DME system, however, possesses a unique property upon
which to base the standard of comparison and that is accuracy. In this
system accuracy infers phase stability since phase difference is the mea-
sured quantity. To achieve the necessary phase stability, modulation
feedback is considered essential to stabilize the total modulation phase
delay through the receiver as a function of received signal level and
carrier frequency. The source of modulation phase shift through the re-
ceiver which must be stabilized include the following:
(1) change in the effective Q due to AGC action
(2) change in the IF frequency due to oscillator drift
(3) change in the tuning of the IF stages due to tube aging
(4) change in the detector phase transfer characteristics due to
driving level variations
(5) phase shifts caused by intermodulation distortion of strong
signals applied to the mixer
(6) changes in the tuning of the low pass and bandpass networks due
to temperature drift
(7) change in the supply voltage variations causing a change in g .
m
Experimental results obtained by Cubic and contained in the Final
Engineering Report DME [7] show that modulation feedback will provide
the necessary phase stability when an effective feedback loop gain of 25
to 30 db is provided at each modulation frequency. Conventional nega-
tive feedback principles will not provide this stability since the amount
9

of feedback is proportional to the input signal level and the dynamic
input range required is too large. In addition the desired IF gain of
90 db complicates this problem because with conventional negative feed-
back, the gain per stage is effectively reduced by the amount of feedback
employed and there is a limit to the number of stages that may be utilized
in cascade. More basically conventional negative feedback stabilizes the
amplifier and not the modulation. To compare the AM and FM systems it
is necessary to first analyze the modulation feedback loop for both sys-
tems in detail. The results of these analyses then form the foundation
for comparison of the second order modulation effects, AGC, power, range
and detection schemes. It will also become evident that the principles
of modulation feedback are detrimental to the AM technique since it re-
stricts the effective AM modulation index to a very small value and gener-
ates a large second harmonic distortion term. However, it has been shown
above that modulation feedback is required to obtain the necessary phase
stability. Conversely for FM the modulation feedback technique enhances
this type modulation since it not only provides the necessary phase sta-
bility but does this without distortion.
10

4. Modulation Feedback Loop.
The basic modulation feedback loops for FM and AM are shown in Fig-
ures 2 and 3, respectively. There are two important considerations with
regard to the action of the loops: (1) to prove that the input to the
IF strip is actually an FM or AM wave and (2) to show that the phase sta-
bility afforded by the loop is the same for both AM and FM. Since the
results of the loop action must be understood to make the comparisons
between the two systems, it is considered necessary to completely derive
the above considerations in detail. By the principle of superposition
and for ease in handling the mathematics, only one modulating frequency
will be considered throughout this paper.
A. FM Modulation Feedback Loop Analysis (Refer to Figure 2).
e c = E, sin (u> t + m. sin uj t) (4-1)fm. 1 N c f. m ' x/
e £ = E„ sin (w t + m. sin ("d t + ©1) (4-2)tm_ l o x ,. u m J
Considering the mixer as an ideal multiplier and noting that the output of
the mixer is tuned to the difference frequency
e = E. E_ sin (u t + m, sin w t) sin (u> t + m c sin fu t + ©1) (4-3)ol2 c f. m o f„ i-m J' x/
Expanding by sin x sin y = 1/2 cos (x - y) - 1/2 cos (x + y) gives
e = E. E- fl/2 cos ["(cj t + m, sin to t) - (u> t + m. sin (u t + ©))1
o 12) L c f, rao f. m J
^- 1 2
- 1/2 cos |"(u) t + ra. sin u t) + (u t + m_ sin (u t + ©))1 1 (4-4)u c £.. m o t„ m J J
e = E. E ./cos f(u - u )t + m. sin w t - mr sin (u) t + ©)1
o 1 2 ] <- c o f. m f ? m
J
2
























































The second term may be neglected since it is outside the pass band of
the tuned circuit at the output of the mixer.
Expanding by cos (x + y) - cos x cos y - sin x sin y gives
e = E, E. /cos (co - co )t cos Tm, sin u t - m, sin (u t + 8)1
o 1 2 f
v
c o' L f. m f_ m ' *
2
- sin (to - to )t sin fm^ sin w t - m, sin (u t + •)] (4-6)N
c o' L f. m f_ m 7iJ
By placing an RC network at the output of the compensation amplifier the
phase is made equal to zero and is stabilized by the high loop gain of
the system. Thus
e = E. E
2








- sin (to - to )t sin [(m- - m- ) sin co tl f (4-7)
c o 12 m





2 fcos C^yo " "o^ + *mf " mf ^ 8ln "«*]
—4— L 12
+ cos [*(to - w )t - (m. - m. ) sin to tlu c o t- t« m








) sin uM:] J (4-8)
+ cos
e^ - E, E cos f(w - w )t + (m. - m£ ) sin co tl (4-9)o 1 a w c o t. t_ m •*
2
L Z
This may be recognized as an FM wave of carrier frequency (to - to ) and








modulation index is seen to be on the order of .02. The above wave may





= hh fJo (mf. " "f > C c*8 (wc " "o^
















+ J„(m, - ra, ) jcos (w - u + 2u t) + cos (w - w • 2u )tj2 N f. f ' L x c o m ' x c o m' -»
+ . . . . (4-10)
To show the phase stability of the loop refer to the transfer func-
tions indicated in Figure 2.
m = £>u where /iw = the maximum deviation of the carrier frequency
n
Aw a= mr u) (4-12)
c f. m
Aw » m, u (4-13)
o r„ m






Assuming the discriminator to be linear over the region of operation, the
discriminator output « K. G. G
2
Aco (ju>) (4-15)
Au^ju) = 4w (ju) - Aw (ju) (4-16)
Aw (jw) - 4u (Jw) KG (4-17)










Aw (jw) - Aw (jw) - ^w KG(jco) (4-18)
























which is the closed loop transfer function for the receiver.
If KB ( jw) > > 1
*f
,, v^ 1 (4-22)
c 3 4
Thus, the phase shift of the receiver output becomes independent of changes
in the phase shift of the IF amplifier, llmiter, discriminator and com-
pensation amplifier.




( }Aw 1 + KC(Ju)) v '
which for KG » 1 is approximately unity thus stabilizing the modulation
indicies.
B. AM Modulation Feedback Loop Analysis. (Refer to Figure 3).
e = E, sin w t fl + m, cos u tl (4-24)
am. 1 c L 1 m J x '
e » E, sin u t [l - m
2
cos (u t + ©)] (4-25)
By placing RC network at the output of the compensation amplifier, the
phase, e, is designed to be zero. Considering the mixer as an ideal multi-
plier and noting that the output of the mixer is tuned to the difference
frequency
e - E. E sin w t sin oj t ("l + (m, - m„) cos u> t - m. m„ cos w tl (4-26)ol2 c o L x 1 2' m 12 mJ/
m E. E (l/2 cos (w - u )t - 1/2 cos (u + u )t)
1 2
(^
co c o J
!l + (m. - m„) cos w t - m. m. - m. m. cos 2w t) » (4-27)
















= E, E. (l/2 cos (to - to )t - 1/2 cos (to + to )t + (m. - m.)
1 2 (_ CO CO 1 £__
4
Ccos (to -to + to )t + cos (to -to - to )tj - (ra. - ra_)x
c o m' c o m' J 1 2
4
Ccos (to + to + to )t + cos (to + to - to )t] - m, ra
c o ra c o m J 1 2
8
["cos (to - to + 2to )t + cos (to - to - 2to )tj + m. m„
u. ^ c o m co m J 1 2
4
cos (to + to ) t + m. m_ |cos (to + to + 2to )t + cos (to + to - 2to )t7 fv




Neglecting the terms that are not passed by the tuned circuit at the out-
put of the mixer
e - I. I* f(l - 1 m2) cos (to - to )t + O ^2)o 1 2 *~ N —^— c o' x 2
[cos (to -to + to )t + cos (to - to - to )tl \ (4-29)c m com-'J
This may be recognized as an AM wave of carrier frequency (to - co ) , modu-
lating frequency to and modulation index k (ra. - m ) where k has a value
m l l
depending on the modulation index and normalizes the expression to the
standard form of unity carrier coefficient. The effective modulation index
is seen to be the small difference between m and ra and is stabilized by
the high loop gain to approximately .02.
To show the phase stability of the loop refer to the transfer func-
tions indicated in Figure 3. The mixer acts as a multiplier and is tuned
to the difference frequency between the input waves. The IF strip ampli-
fies this difference. The detector output is proportional to the instan-
taneous amplitude input of the modulation component of the IF output
signal provided linearity is assumed. In transfer function notation,
noting that the instantaneous amplitude of modulation component is a func-















where KG = K.K^K-G.G^G^G.12 3 12 3 4






































" 1 + KG(ju>) (4
* 35)
which is the closed loop transfer function for the receiver. If KG(jw)»l,





independent of the phase shifts in the IF strip, detector and compensation
amplifier shown in Figure 3. The transfer function of the local oscillator
is
m
2 /4 v KG(.Ioj) >; ,,vm^ " 1 + KG(ju) (4 '36)
which for KG >> 1 is approximately unity thus stabilizing the modulation
indices.
The results of the AM and FM analyses shown above proves that the
fundamental standard for comparison of equivalent phase stability has been
met. In addition the mixer outputs have been shown to be actually an AM
or FM wave. The importance of the loop operation will be more fully
appreciated later when the basic differences between the AM and FM sys-
tems will be shown to depend on the nature of the operation of the loop
on the respective waves.
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5. Second Order Modulation Effects.
The products formed In the mixing action of the modulation feedback
loops can quite conceivably contribute second or higher order sidebands
which will cause phase distortion In the systems or even first order side-
bands which will contribute directly to the distortion of the modulation.
A comparison of these effects for the two systems Is therefore quite
Important.
Equation (4-10) shows that the output of the mixer for the FM case
Is
e







C° S <V Uo>0
+ Ji (m* * mr ) fcOS (<i)-U) +U)t- COS ((*) - W - U ) t]
1 z. i. *• com com J
+ J„(m, - m- ) fcos (io - u + 2u ) t cos (u - w - 2w )tl
z Z. Z~ * co m co m «*
+ . . . . (5-1)
For the DME system It Is known that tu • ra Is approximately .02.
£
1 *2
From the table below It Is quite obvious that for m. up to .2 that the j„
term will be at Its maximum value only approximately .04 of the j. term
and therefore there Is no distortion present due to modulation products
In the FM case. If the above conclusion Is true then the expanded pro-
ducts of the two FM waves In terms of Bessel functions should be Identical
to equation (5-1). The mathematics Is quite long and is contained in
Appendix A. The result is identical with equation (5-1) and conclusively











An examination of equation (4-28) will show that for the AM case






2 f (1 " m l m2> COS (uc " wo ),: + (m l " m2 )
2 L 2 2
Ccos (w - UJ + w )t + cos (w - U - (J )t1
c o m' c o m J
+ m. m. fcos (u - u> + 2w )t + cos (u - w - 2w )tl i" (5-2)
1 2 u co ra' co m J J
4
The third term of the above expression represents second harmonic distor-
tion and is caused by the product of the two AM waves in the mixer. The
magnitude of this term is comparable with or greater than the first order
sidebands depending on the value of m. Ideally, one would desire to reject
this component by the tuned circuits of the mixer output and IF stages.
This would require high Q, narrow band, tuned circuits. The bandwidth,
however, is required to be sufficiently wide to pass all five of the mod-
ulating frequencies and therefore this second harmonic term cannot be re-
jected. Taking the worse case, m = 1, the phase shift and amplitude











1 + 6 + J Q € (2 + 6)
(1 +6)
(5-4)
where 6 = £__ .
f
o
so that at the input to the detector the relative phase relationships
caused by the phase shift through the IF amplifiers are as shown in Fig-
ure 4.
FM was shown to have no distortion due to the mixer action while it
is quite obvious that second harmonic distortion will have three very seri-
ous effects in AM: (1) at the signal-to-noise threshold level the first
order sidebands will be suppressed by the second order sidebands thus
raising the effective threshold level; (2) the detector output will be a
complex wave resulting from both pairs of sidebands and although the origi-
nal modulation is recoverable by means of the tuned circuits at the output
of the compensation amplifier in Figure 3, the phase shift resulting will
seriously deteriorate the system accuracy, and (3) for synchronous detec-
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6. Automatic Gain Control and Liraiter Considerations.
The modulation indlcles of the FM and AM waves at the output of the
modulators shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively, are proportional to
the peak amplitudes of the recovered modulation at the receiver output.
For a constant index of modulation then the peak output modulation volt-
age should be constant. This leads naturally to a consideration of the
AGC characteristics of the receiver.
Figure 5 is a typical AGC receiver characteristic for the DME and
applies equally to both the AM and FM cases. Below a certain input
level (e = 100 u volts) the receiver output will become smaller and
therefore the peak amplitude of the recovered modulation will become
smaller. Taking the FM case with E the peak value of the output modu-
lation voltage, then




if it is assumed that the modulator action is linear.





A reduction in E reduces m, and hence increases the effective modulation
£
2
index m . The results are similar for AM.
1
Another way of considering this problem is to note that the loop gain
is a function of the input signal level; i.e., as the input signal level
decreases, the loop gain decreases. Cubic has shown experimentally that
a minimum of 20 db loop gain is required to maintain the phase stability
requirements. This represents an effective modulation index of 0.1 and
hence establishes the limiting input signal level required to maintain
phase stability. Fortunately with the present system range and signal
threshold level of 10 db input signal-to-noise ratio, both systems
23

operate essentially on the constant portion of AGC curves (above 100
microvolts Input signal level) and therefore no problem Is encountered.
In stabilizing the modulation lndlcles. It should be noted, however,
that the llmlter In the FM case permits a 3 db smaller Input signal level
without deterioration of the effective modulation Index and thus may be
considered slightly better than the AM case.
Future systems, however, point to the detection of signals having
-20 db Input signal- to -noise ratio which do not provide sufficient loop
gain to maintain phase stability. Jaffee and Rechtln [l2] have described
the Inapplicability of "carrier only" AGC, which has the characteristic
of maintaining S constant, to systems with this large a dynamic range of
8
signal Input levels. The AGC system employed by Cubic In the AME system
utilizes the principles of heterodyning, narrow banding and amplification,
with the characteristic of maintaining a constant power transfer, and suc-
ceeds In lowering the threshold level for AGC action to 1 to 5 microvolts
Input voltage vice the 100 microvolts In the present system. With the con-
stant power transfer characteristic then as the (S/N) ratio Input decreases
more gain Is required In the amplifier to maintain constant power and this
available gain sets the lower level of detectable Input signal which will
provide a constant peak value of output modulation voltage and hence a
stable modulation Index. Fortunately again this technique provides oper-
ation on the constant portion of the AGC curve for both AM and FM for the




Sheridan's [22] initial investigation of the relative power require-
ments between an AM and FM system indicated that AM required less power
than FM for a given range by almost an order of magnitude. The results
of his derivation is as follows:
P 2
— = (7-1)
p 9 9 v '
AM (1 + m_) m
2
*
where m = AM modulation index
m = FM modulation index
which relates the amount of FM signal power required in excess of AM sig-
nal power at the receiver input in order to obtain the same amount of data
signal power at the receiver output under the assumption that the receiver
has fixed gain and a given receiver output voltage is required. The con-
straint imposed on this equation was that m = .2, and that m could vary
from to 1. The validity of these constraints must be carefully
examined.
The assumption that the receiver has fixed gain implies that the re*
ceiver has the same characteristics with respect to both waves. This
further implies that the modulation feedback loop is used for both sys-
tems. This author has shown in Section 3 that modulation feedback is
necessary in AM to obtain the same phase stability as FM and therefore
is common to both systems for equivalent accuracy. With this criteria
then m-^m ^=-.02 at the IF input and these respective modulation lndicies
are stabilized at this value by the high loop gain of the respective feed-
back loops. We may recall from Section 4 that the feedback loop opera-
tion places no restraint on m or m at the input to the receiver but
generates the small effective modulation indicies as the difference be-
tween the input and regenerated indicies.
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To compare the relative power requirements between the FM and AM
systems presents a very complex problem due to the inherent differences
in the two waves, the complex modulation, and the different action by the
modulation feedback loop on the two waves. Considering only one modula-
tion frequency however, one can deduce a very useful comparison between
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since (m - mf ) ^=^.02, equation (7-3) may be also writtenf
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Normalizing aquation (7-2) to have a unity carrier coefficient it becomes
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It is now possible to make different comparisons between the two waves
depending on the criteria selected for comparison. The criteria vary with
the type of detection employed so that comparisons will be made for the
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two specific cases of detection discussed. First, however, it should be
noted that one-half of the total FM power and slightly more of the total
AM power, due to the reduction of the carrier, is lost because the out-
put of the mixer is tuned to the difference frequency components. It is
assumed that E_ is the same for both systems.
Case I - Conventional Detection
The prime consideration for conventional detection is what is the
relative sideband power at the detector input for the same total trans-
mitted power?
ptot.i am - E i am C












l FM " I
1 + Tl *l AM < 7 -*>
Since the effective modulation index is the same for both AM and FM by the
action of the modulation feedback loop and is a small value such that the
FM wave may be expressed as an AM wave, then the relative sideband power









where m = the effective modulation index.





which relates the power in the FM sidebands in excess of the AM sidebands.
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The table below shows the relative sideband power in FM in excess














Case II - Synchronous Detection
Since the active filter is used to derive the multiplying voltage
for the synchronous detector then the carrier level becomes important in
determining the range of carrier phase lock and hence the range of opera-
tion of the detector. For the same total transmitted power for both sys-
tems the sideband power will be related exactly as in the previous case but
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The table below shows the relative carrier power between the two




















Thus for conventional detection FM sideband power is approximately
1.8 db greater than the most favorable AM case. In addition to this ad-
vantage, the synchronous detector for the FM wave maintains phase lock
with 4.78 db greater carrier power and is thus capable of detecting sig-




The improvement in range with AM indicated by Sheridan [22] is not
valid since his derivation contained the same constraints as his power
comparison, which were shown in the previous section to be incorrect.
It has been well established by Tertnan [24] and others that range is pro-
portional to the square root of the transmitted power. Applying this
principle to the results of Section 7, then FM range in excess of AM
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In addition to the above advantage, the synchronous detector for the FM































Conventional detection means detection with the present threshold
limitation. For this purpose, the AM system utilizes a standard envelope
detector. The operational DME is a narrow band FM system utilizing a
Foster-Seely discriminator with limiter. Assuming that the FM and AM
inputs are essentially the same, then which system gives the beat perfor-
mance? There is an abundance of information in the literature by
Middleton [l&], Blachman [3] and others on the basic merits of these two
systems. Since we are only interested here in the comparison between
the two systems and not the detailed mathematical equations, then only
the general results of the above references will be presented.
For weak carrier the FM receiver, at best (no limiting), is less
effective than the AM receiver by 3 db while for strong carrier and (1)
no limiting, the FM receiver approaches the performance of the AM re-
ceiver with a linear detector and (2) with heavy limiting, the FM receiver
approaches the performance of the AM receiver with a square law device.
Intermediate degrees of limiting find the behavior of FM between these
two extremes unless clipping is especially heavy and the carrier weak
when the (S/N) ratio output is noticeably diminished. Thus, the AM re-
ceiver is superior to the narrow band FM receiver for reception of weak
or even moderate signals in fluctuation noise but for strong signals, the




The objective of any receiver is to operate on a disturbance and to
make a decision as to whether the disturbance came from noise alone or
signal plus noise. Having made this decision, the receiver might addi-
tionally be required to present the parameters of the signal if the deci-
sion is reached that the disturbance came from signal plus noise. The
DMS system requires both the decision and the recovery of the signal if
present.
With the above objective for a receiver, what then is the logical
design approach to attain this objective? Birdsall, Peterson and Fox [2]
have pointed out in their paper that the decision function basically stems
from a likelihood criteria. This likelihood criteria is based on the
statistical parameters of signal plus noise and noise alone.
1 &.o*>
4(X> 8
Fig. 6a Probability Distribution of Signal Plus Noise and Noise Alone
If the signal is known, then Figure 6a represents the three-dimensional
probability distributions of noise, f (x) , and signal plus noise, f (x)
.
(Three-dimensional surface chosen for convenience of illustration instead
of actual N dimensions). For this case, f (x) = f(x - x ). For a
chosen hyper surface such that
l(x) = f
SN (




then the observer will record
S + N for l(x) & 3
N for l(x) ^ p
This paper further shows that all other common criteria for optimum demodu-
lation reduce to this basic theory.
The DME system, however, has unknown carrier phase. Birdsall, Peter-
son and Fox [2 show that for this case, the unknown phase angle 6 has a
uniform distribution since all carrier phases are equally likely. They
further show that the likelihood ratio becomes
l(x) = exp - rr- exp





since the signal energy E(S) is the same for all values of carrier phase
and where
dP (©) «= f- d©s x 2n
Carrying out the integration over 9
(10-3)
l(x) = exp lo$ (10-4)
Thus it is seen that the form of the receiver is a cross correlator with
the output distribution of likelihood ratio a form of Rayleigh distribution,
The signal recovery function may be obtained from the principle of a
posteriori probability used by Woodward £27^ in his investigation of re-
ceiver design. The decision function for this approach stems from a like-
lihood criteria also as pointed out by Birdsall, Peterson and Fox [2].
A posteriori probability is inverse probability. In general, this means
that information about the cause of a disturbance may be determined from
the knowledge of its effects. In statistical terms, this means that the
a priori probability of a signal occurring is known. The receiver looks
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at the disturbance and is given the a priori probability of the signal
being present and then produces the probability that the signal was actu-
ally present. In this form, the receiver is required to produce for each
disturbance every possible message and its appropriate probability. We
desire, therefore, to specify a receiver which will present the signal
which has the maximum a posteriori probability or which picks the message
which has the greatest probability of occurrence. This is essentially
the maximum likelihood method. A very simple example of this theory is
discussed by Lee fl^l which relates the improvement in cross-correlation
over auto correlation from a priori knowledge of frequency.
For our particular case, the above may be more appropriately under-
stood from the elements of probability theory. If x and y are two random
variables, then the joint probability p(x, y) that a value x and a value
y will occur together is
P(x, y) = P(x) P(y/x) - p(y) P(x/y) (10-5)
where
p(x) = probability that a value x will occur
p(y) 3 probability that a value y will occur
P(x/y) = probability, given a value y, that a value x will occur
P(y/x) probability, given a value x, that a value y will occur.
Solving the above equation
P(x/y) - pW
py (10-6)
Suppose x and y are each continuous functions; then the probability that
y lies in an interval (y + dy) is p(y) dy and is now a continuous prob-
ability density and similarly the probability that x lies in an interval
(x + dx) is p(x)dx. Substituting such probabilities into the above equa-




In general for any type modulation let
function probability density function
x » a(t) =c modulating intelligence p(a)
y = e (t) received signal p(r)
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(t)] - jp-jf^ (10-7)







For a given received message e (t), p(r) is a constant. Its value is such
that
p(r/a)da 1
.'. p(a/r) = k
x
p(a) p (r/a) (10-9)
If a(t) is given (known modulating intelligence) then





As a specific case, let us consider the FM wave of low modulation in-
dex present in the DME system.
e = E sin w t + m- E sin w t cos w t (10-12)
m c f m c
e = e + e (10-13)
r m n




Let us assume normal distribution for e (t) and a(t), that the received
n
message exists in an interval -T to T, and each wave has a constant power
spectral density over some internal W. Then
-Hl.2 (t)dt 2A *-T cr
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p(n) =» e ° where N * -g— (10-16)
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Now _ e (t)dt for a received signal is constant and may be absorbed in
the general constant







exp ° ° (10-20)
To maximize this expression with respect to a(t) to obtain the maximum
likelihood, we must differentiate the integrand with respect to a(t) and
set equal to zero. Substituting from(10-12) the integrand becomes
2 2 2 2 2
a (t) E sin w t + a (t) cos u> t + 2E sin w t cos co t a(t)
.





• 2e (t) E sin u> t + 2e (t) cos u> t a(t)




Differentiating with respect to a(t) and setting equal to zero
A
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r + 2w o
a COS v[ e (t) - E sinr «c t] (10-25)
a(t) COS CO t
c h (t) - E sin4
l + No
(10-26)
This represents the operations on the received signal to obtain the orig-
inal modulation. It is essentially seen to be a cross correlator.
Thus "likelihood criteria" and "a posteriori probability" lead to the
same type receiver for optimum demodulation - a cross correlation device.
Thomas [2 5} also derives the optimum detector for AM and FM of small modu-
lation index to be a cross-correlator. For application to the DME, the
optimum filter for this detector is a comb type filter centered at each of
the modulation frequencies and with the narrowest bandwidth feasible for
noise rejection. Cubic has such a comb filter of 3 cycle bandwidth for
each modulation frequency in the present system. This is essentially
achieved by an application of the heterodyning principle. The optimum
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The above results apply when the signal is known exactly; i.e., the
multiplying voltage is in phase with the carrier of the received wave.
For the DME this is not the case. The incoming carrier phase is unknown.
To obtain the proper phase, it is necessary to filter out the carrier
from the incoming wave and use it as the multiplying voltage. Since this
is the actual case, in the DME, it is important to determine the effects
of filtering.
Suppose we use an ideal band pass filter centered at f with gain 1
and bandwidth equal to W and W ^<w as shown in Figure 7.
m
By the method of Rice [i9] the filter output may be represented by
e = R(t) cos [w t + ©J (10-27)
where R and 9 are slowly varying functions of time compared to cos to t
and with probability density distributions determined as follows:
E cos a) t = incoming carrier wave (10-28)
E =2~C cos [?u> - w )t - J (10-29)
c ^ n ^ n c n
E =[c sin [(w - w )t - ] (10-30)
s '— n LV n c' n J * '
E = E cos oj t - E sin u t (10-31)







= 0, N = 2o-
2
(10-32)
n c s (o) t N '
the envelope = R
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where I Is Bessel function of Imaginary argument. It is shown in Appendix
B that
u>A9) = — e" 8 ^
1 ns cos e
(10-41)
u - E _u 2 carrier ..where s =* pr—- so that s = ; power ratio
V2o^ noise
t
where noise refers to all waveforms which cause carrier phase ambiguity
and includes both e (t) and contributions by a(t) . The distribution u. (R)
E
may be rewritten in normalized form from the relation s = w—
1® ' E2s" (r) eR., -.* C (l) *
l3
*. <
2S ' I > (10-42)
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The distributions w (9) and ,(7) are plotted in Figure 8. It is quite
obvious in both cases that the larger the value of s the more nearly are
D
the distributions peaked around the desired values of » and — - 1 and
a
therefore more closely does the system approach the theoretical optimum.
Thus the R and distributions are a measure of the operation of the sys-
tem. Practically the value of s is determined by the carrier filter width,
the narrower the filter the greater the noise rejection and therefore the
larger the value of s.
Theoretically we have shown that the form of the optimum receiver
for both the AM and the FM case to be a cross correlator followed by a
comb type filter when the signal is known exactly. To adapt this to the
DME where the carrier phase is unknown then the multiplying voltage for
cross correlation must be filtered from the incoming wave. It has further
been shown that filtering will introduce errors of amplitude and phase in
the multiplying voltage and that deviation from the correct value is pro-
portional to s, the ratio of carrier to rms noise voltage. It has also
been indicated that the narrower the filter bandwidth, the larger the value
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The synchronous detector proposed by Sheridan [22] utilizes the
"active filter" of Jensen and McGeogh [13] to derive the multiplying
voltage from the incoming wave and as shown in Figure 9 is the optimum
detector derived in the previous section. Bandwidths of .01 cps centered
up to 10 megacycles have been attained in operation with this filter with
9
high attenuation of side frequencies. These filters may be also cascaded
to provide additional attenuation of side frequencies if desired. Fun-
damentally this filter is a phase lock loop. The only difference in AM
and FM is the 90 phase shift between the respective multiplying voltages.
Theoretically the threshold improvement results from the output (S/N)
ratio being determined by the post detection bandwidth instead of the
predetection bandwidth. It appears intuitively that with the effective
modulation index —.02 as previously shown that the improvement in output
(S/N) ratio should be the same for both FM and AM with the same Inputs.
The FM wave is analyzed in Appendix C and the results are shown below














Thus for the same modulation index the improvement in output (S/N) ratio
is the same for both systems and is directly proportional to the post de-
tection bandwidth. It should also be noted that the cos 9 term represents









































An analysis of the filter action is very complex due to non-linear
operation of the phase lock loop. Jaffee and Rechtin [l2j have originated
a linear approximation to the loop and for input white gaussian noise










where N = total noise power in output bandwidth of ^ f = N £>t
E - amplitude of input wave





Substituting for O" from (11-3)
a
= v tK- - kr* k t
This confirms the results of Section 10 which said that the smaller the
loop bandwidth f , the larger the value of s, and hence more closely does
the system approach the theoretical limit. It should be noted that there
is a limit on the value of E which will maintain phase lock due to the
sensitivity of the VCO. This may be considered as a large dispersion of
R and 9 about the desired values due to the small value of s. This prob-
lem will be discussed further in a later section. It should also be noted
that the difference in phase between the input carrier and the multiplying
2
voltage appears as a cos © term in the output (S/N) ratios for both sys-




12. Phase Detector as Correlator.
The system presently under development by Cubic as a correlation
device is the phase detector employing phase modulation. Since essenti-
ally everything said prior to this about FM applies equally to PM then
the comparison to be made here is AM versus PM and deserves considera-
tion since it is the type of modulation used in the latest DME system.
Skinner I 23l has done a rather complete analysis on the phase detector
which will not be repeated here except to show that the phase detector
acts as a multiplier and therefore acts as a correlation device.
The mathematical operations performed in correlation techniques are
multiplication and time averaging. These translate into spectrum shift
and filtering respectively in the frequency domain. Heuristically we
might note that if the phase detector of the synchronous detector acted
as multiplier then a net reduction in the number of components and com-
plexity of the receiver would result. Let us examine the phase detector
under ideal conditions to see if it does perform the desired multiplying
operation. The phase detector is shown in Figure 10.
For a PM wave







t + 0(t)] (12-2)
The voltages applied between plates of T. and T respectively are
e. = E. cos u t + E sin [w t + 0(t)l (12-3)
1 ;R C 8 *• C J
e 2
= ER
COS u l " E sin [u t + 0(t)] (12-4)
Since is small
e. - (E + E sin 0) cos u t + E sin w t (12-5)
i- K S CSC
e_ = (E - E sin 0) cos u t - E sin w t (12-6)
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With the diodes considered as linear rectifiers the envelope of the out-





















which by expanding by the binominal series reduces to






Thus for large values of E compared to E which is the normal operating
R 8
condition, then it is obvious that the intelligence shifted in spectrum
is obtained as the output. Although the phase detector is not a multi-
plier in the usual sense, under the condition that the injected carrier
is large compared to the received carrier, the desired translation of the
intelligence is the same and hence the effect is that of cross correla-
tion. The form of the optimum receiver thus becomes the phase detector
correlator shown in Figure 11.
The phase detector correlator resembles the coherent detector of
Middleton fl7 j with the exception that the resupplied carrier here depends
on the phase lock loop for operation while Middleton used a separate gen-
erator with a variable phase in which phase lock could be obtained over
any desired input level. Middleton' s results with the coherent carrier
shows that a theoretical upper limit of improvement of 38 db is possible
with this system and obtained these results in the laboratory. Cubic 's
results have shown only a 20-25 db improvement due primarily to the phase
lock problem when the input signal level is small. This problem will
be discussed in a later section.
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This system cannot be used for AM since the phase detector requires
the injected carrier to be in phase quadrature with the incoming carrier
to develop a control voltage and for this case the AM modulation is per-
turbed. This can easily be shown as follows:
e = sin (u) t + 9) [l + 4<t)Jin
e = cos u t
r c
e = e. e = sin (u t + •) cos w t + 4(0 s ^n (u t + ©) cos u toinr c c c
4(t)
The low frequency output = 1/2 sin 9 + ~* * sin
which for small 6
'out ! + f «>
g
The modulation is perturbed by the multiplying factor ( — ) which is a
varying quantity. This result should also be recognized from the previous
development which showed that the multiplying voltage for AM correlation
should be in phase with incoming carrier.
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13. Phase Lock Loop Considerations.
The phase lock loop forms an important part of both the synchronous
detector and the phase detector correlation devices and an understanding
of its limitations is extremely important. Jaffee and Rechtin [l2] and
Hargolis [l5] have both developed linear approximations to the loop from
which the general operation may quite easily be understood. From Figure









) + ^(t) (13-1)
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e => A. sin (w t + * .)cos (w t +?,„) (13-3)
om 1 c l c vco
where om = output of the multiplier
ora, . 11 vco
low frequency
This dc voltage is passed by the RC filter, amplified and becomes the con-
trol voltage for the vco to maintain the phase lock. The limitation to
be investigated is what is the minimum input signal that will provide
sufficient voltage to maintain phase lock? The theoretical solution to
this question has not been determined to the knowledge of the author al-
though phase lock well below the noise level has been achieved in the
laboratory. This limiting level is considered to be the reason that
Cubic has not achieved the 38 db improvement predicted by Middle ton for
the coherent detector but that only 20 db has been realized.
The problem can easily be understood from the model of auto vs cross
correlation. As the minimum input signal level is reached the output of
the vco becomes s_(t) + n
2
(t) while the input signal is s.(t) + n (t).
For this case three noise terms are generated in the output of the mul-








0(7) = [s^t) + n^t)] [s
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The rapid deterioration of ability to maintain phase lock below this mini-
mum level can be seen from the curves of Figure 13 developed by Lee |l4]
as a comparison of output (S/N) ratios between auto and cross correlation.
Although this model does not determine the desired theoretical minimum
level of operation of the loop it does indicate the nature of the problem
and aids in an understanding of the circuit operation.
A more complex analysis based on the method of Margolis |_ 13 J permits
calculation of the dc voltage produced by cross correlation between the
input noise and the derived multiplying voltage. Referring to Figure 12
let
e (t) - A sin (w.t + A ) + N-f(t)
e (t) - cos (u). t + 2 )
o 1 l vco
Then the low frequency output of the multiplier may be expressed
e
lf 2 ( \ " \c*> + N lf (t) "^V + ^vco )
2N 2
Expanding in terms of J =* 1 and > - > = A = A« + Ji Ai + JA„ +.
.
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f^ COS *wl c + \ + ^*
= - | A + N 1 f (t) cos (o^t + 7\ i ) cos A + Nx f (t) sin (o^t + % ) sin A
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Regrouping terms for the second order approximation that contain only
coefficients J
e





t + ;V + N i f ^) J ^i 8in (wi t + ^ i )
dc control filtered dc term since A, Is a
voltage out filtered version of f(t)
sin (u^t + ;\ )
T
V
dc = J^ ^ | (jH ph(r) f(t -T) cos (Wl (t -^) + A^ d^}
•T L J o
f (t) cos (o^t + A^ dt
If f(t) has no periodic components
JN <*
V
dc = -~ j ff
(T) h(T) cos WjT dT
o
where hCO is the inverse transform of H(s)
0_. is the auto correlation function of f(t)
ff
For white noise through an ideal bandpass filter of bandwidth 2 &u cen-
tered at w.
2
ff = o~. sin £u? cos w-T
V l 2 /-°*
















V2 01. / sin AuT e cos t/2 w » d1
4 AW JTol / sinAufe cos v2 o^T" cos 2w.T dT
O T
For Am and ui^ small compared to u. then the second term may be neglected








which for z^uj » ui^ i.e., noise bandwidth » loop bandwidth
2,
'dc 2 2 «s A
x
y^Acj;
and f or aw <:<
-^
i.e., noise bandwidth « loop bandwidth
Vdc = i ?1
2 A
x
A plot of dc versus the ratio of the noise to loop bandwidth ( ^ ) for
^ 2
various values of the ratio of noise power to signal amplitude, ( 1 ),
A
is contained in Figure 14. Ranges of practical interest for the variables
were chosen. The dc voltage may be converted to the frequency drift of
the vco if the sensitivity of the vco is known. Although here again the
theoretical minimum input signal level is not specifically determined, the
curves do show the effective frequency drift of the vco as the input sig-
nal level decreases and the deterioration of the output (S/N) ratio may








Frequency modulation has been shown to be superior to amplitude
modulation for the DME under the required criteria of equal phase sta-
bility. Phase stability is attained through modulation feedback and in
Section 4 it has been shown that the receiver loop transfer functions
are identical for the two types of modulation. Based on the feedback
loop operation, the following system characteristics were examined with





None Large second harmonic distortion
generated in the mixer
2. AGC (Section 6) Same





FM has up to 1.8 db more power in the side*
bands at the input to the detector than AM.
FM has the above advantage in (a) plus up
to 4.8 db more carrier power available at
the detector input to maintain phase lock
in the correlation detector.





FM has the capability of up to 1.22 times
the AM range.
FM has the above advantage in (a) plus up
to 1.73 times the AM range in maintaining
phase lock in the correlation device.
5. Conventional Detection
(Section 9)
AM has 3 db advantage for reception of weak
or even moderate signals in fluctuation
noise but for strong signals the systems
are essentially the same.
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6. Correlation Detection Same improvement obtainable with both
(Section 11) systems.
It is quite obvious that the FM superiority results from having no
second order modulation effects and its extended phase lock capability
with synchronous detection. For the remaining characteristics, the two
systems are essentially the same. As pointed out earlier, the effective
reduction in AM modulation index by using modulation feedback is the
prime cause of AM system deterioration compared to FM. The necessity of
using this feedback technique to obtain the required phase stability has
been shown to be absolutely essential, however, in Section 3.
The phase detector has been shown to be a correlation device. It
employs phase modulation and is similar to the coherent detector of
Middle ton [24 ^ . Some problems in determing the input signal threshold
level required to maintain phase lock in the loop have been discussed to
obtain a better understanding of the loop performance. The theoretical
threshold level, however, has not been determined and the maximum improve*
ment possible with this system compared to the 38 db computed by
Middleton ^24j for the coherent detector has not been solved. Since the
phase lock loop is used to derive the multiplying voltage for the syn-
chronous detector, this problem additionally affects the absolute improve-
ment possible with this technique. Essentially, the problem has been
shown to result from the finite bandwidth required to derive the locking
voltage. Curves have been developed in which the frequency drift of the
vco of the phase lock loop has been shown to increase as the input signal
level decreases. It is believed that this is a step towards the solution
of the above problem.
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15. Recommendations for Further Work.
The importance of the phase lock loop in the operation of both cor-
relation detectors considered is self-evident. A study to determine the
threshold of input signal level to maintain phase lock and a mathematical
model to substantiate experimental results is considered highly desirable.
The results of such a study will determine the theoretical improvement
in output signal-to-noise ratio that is feasible with this technique com-
pared to the 38 db improvement computed by Middleton [l7] for the co-
herent detector.
Since the DME system utilizes only one-half of the total power avail-
able, then consideration of other modulation techniques appears appro-
priate. Single sideband, double sideband suppressed carrier, or even
pulse techniques may prove feasible with large reduction in power require-
ments. In analyzing other modulation schemes, however, the technique
employed to obtain system stability must be carefully investigated. It
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Proof that the product of two FM waves in Bessel form is identical
to equation (5-1)
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Regrouping in the form of equation (5-1) and considering the differ-
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Now using formula 87 from the Table of Formulas in McLachlan [l8j
J
n
(u J V) - Z J/V) J ; r (u)
= ^
plus the relation J_
n








= JQ2 Jn + J12 J 2 1
































) = JQ2 JQ1 + 2JU Ju + 2J22 Jn + . . . .
Thus the two waves are identical and there are no second order
modulation




Derivation of the distribution of u. (9)
2 2
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where b = E cos 9
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let F - b e
,-b 2 b 2
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Analysis of an FM wave through the synchronous detector
s(t) + n(t) Input
Filter
s(t) + n L (t) Ideal
Multiplier
SjU)











where f = input filter center frequency
a = -r power bandwidth
a ^<- f













The input noise n(t) is assumed to be additive white gaussian noise cen-

















It is assumed that the intelligence part of the received signal s(t) is
passed completely by the input filter unattenuated. Since W >?0L then
the noise will be perturbed in some manner and will be expressed as nAt)
The input to the multiplier is thus: s(t) + n. (t)
.
s(t) = (2 A cos to t + mf cos oj t sin oj tl since the FH wave has aL c m c J
small modulation index and
s (t) » (T C sin (cj t + 9)
The multiplier output is then
e »
om
fT k [cos go t + mf cos oj t sin oj t] + n.(t)| J2 C sin (oj t + 9)1
- 2AC cos oj t sin(u t + 9) + 2AC mf cos oj t sin oj t sin(u t + 9)cc m cc
+ {2Q sin(wt+ 9) n (t)
= 2AC cos oj t fsin w t cos 9 + cos oj t sin 9~j
c i- c c J
+ 2 AC mf cos oj t sin oj t Tsin oj t cos 9 + cos oj t sin 9]m c L c c *
+ {2 C sin(w t + 9) n.(t)
c 1
2AC _ sin 9 sin 9 _ mf
t cos 9 + ——— + —-— cos 2w t + r- cos oj t cos 9
2 2 c 2 m
x sin 2wL 2 c
+ ~ cos oj t cos 9 sin 2oj t + — cos oj t sin 9 sin 2oj tl
2 m c 2 m c J




Neglecting the 2oo t terms since they are filtered out
C
e = AC Tsin + mf cos w t cos ©] + >|2~ C sin(uj t + ©) n.(t)
om *- m •* c l
e = AC sin © + (mf AC cos 0) cos u> t + {I C sin(u) t + •) n.(t)
om m c l
The signal out of the bandpass filter will be (mf AC cos 9) cos u t with
1 2
signal power — (mf AC cos ©) .
It is desired to find the noise power at output of the bandpass fil-
ter. This can most easily be found from the correlation function.
Let e(t) => n,(t) \J~2~ C cos(u t + ©)
1 c
<p (r) = e(t) e(t +T)om
.2
- 2C n.(t) n (t + T) cos(w t + ©) cos cj ["(t + T-) + ©1
Since n. (t) and cos co t are independent, this may be written
(ft (7) - 2C n.(t) n.(t + f ) x cos(u t + ©) cos[u (t + f) + ©]
i ffl ( ) = [4>co Kr^li om w nn cc -*
By the convolution theorem
G = Ofi J (r)l r f G (a) G (f-<r) d«r
om y 1 odwJ y n ' c
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~- |cf (f - f ) +<<(f + f ) and is plotted below









The graphical integration of the Fourier transform of or the convo-
om










































Ws f + f1 + m
for f »
Since fitcoi then G (f) may be considered as a constant with a value de-
om j
C Ntermined by f and since f ^ ^ OC then it is essentially o . The out''ram J —
—















when f = u = r—
P












p £tan fm - p tan oo]
P
s-pn for p <c< fm
The second integral can be evaluated in a similar manner. The output
noise power is then
o (f) - - [2np] pn N C'
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2 2 _ n
m cos 6
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3N,
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